General Rules
(Apply to all exhibitors in Open Class Home Arts)

1. Open to youth and adults. Entries will be received from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m., Tuesday in the Home Arts Building. Entries can be picked up after 4 p.m. Sunday.

2. Exhibitors shall have a registration number. Each entry shall have a properly filled in entry tag. Registration and tags can be obtained prior to fair at the Fair Office in Colfax or at the Fairgrounds on Tuesday of the fair.

3. Articles shall be the handwork of the exhibitor and shall not have been entered at this Fair in a previous year.

4. Only one entry may be made in each number or letter as listed in class or subclass unless otherwise stated in Division or Section information. A set or pair will be judged as one.

5. CLASSIFIED GROUPS:
   - Y – Youth (K-12)
   - A – Adult
   - P – Professional Adult
   The term Professional in certain Departments shall apply to: Professional – those who give lessons or engage in the business for profit.

6. Youth will use the yellow color entry tag.

7. BE CERTAIN TO STATE AGE –Departments give awards according to age.

8. Please print an M if you are a male or W for female at the top of each entry sheet. In the special designated Departments these entries will be judged separately for contests and awards.

9. The superintendents, depending on space available, can change a rule in some Departments regarding size limit on an entry with prior approval.

10. All food preservation entries shall follow WSU/USDA recommendations for food preservation processing times and methods, including elevations. All entries shall use standard canning jars (two-piece lids). See Department 404 for specific food preservation bulletin numbers.

11. Food preservation entries, which do not follow the WSU/USDA recommendations, will be disqualified.

12. Judging will be done Wednesday morning according to the Danish system (all worthy entries will receive ribbons). Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their own discretion.

13. Top blue ribbon winners in each Department, adult and/or youth, (depending on number of entries) will compete for Best of Class ribbons. Best of Class winners may compete for First Place rosettes, and top rosette winners may compete for Best of Show Rosettes. Adult and Youth entries are judged separately. A top Adult and top Youth entry shall be awarded from all Departments. Some Departments may have special awards or contests. These will be listed in “Special Contests” section of this book.

14. Preschool children may enter Crafts, Creative Hobbies, Fine Arts, and/or Division 14 of the Baking Division.

15. Demonstrations may be given periodically in different Departments throughout the fair. Time schedules for such events will be posted in the building.

16. Entries are placed on exhibit at owner’s risk; however, there will be supervision by committee members at all times during the hours the building is open to the public. Utmost care is taken to protect all entries.

17. However, if exhibitor does not find a division in a Department to fit exhibit, the Superintendent may place the exhibit at their discretion for judging.
Subclass designations:
a. Cotton, blend, knit, wool, synthetic, silk, suede

DIV 1 - Simplified Sewing
Points: Blue 20, Red 18, White 15
Garments using basic sewing techniques (not covered in Sections 2 and 3) such as two seam skirt with elastic waistband, sweatshirts with raglan sleeves and purchased cuff and collar, elastic waist shorts, etc.

DIV 2 - Moderate Sewing
Points: Blue 30 Red 20, White 15
Garments more detailed than those in Division 1 and at least two advanced techniques (of those in Division 3), such as pieced, zipper, set in sleeve, matched plaids, stripes, etc.

DIV 3 - Advanced Sewing
Points: Blue 60, Red 40, White 25
Garments with at least three advanced techniques such as set-on pockets, machine buttonholes, zipper, handmade collar, set-in sleeves, partial lining, etc.

DIV 4 - Fancy Sewing
Points: Blue 80 Red 60, White 40
Garments with at least five of the following tailored techniques: interfacd or padded collar or lapel, underlining or lining, set-in sleeves, set-in pockets, cuffs, handmade buttonholes, bound buttonholes, an unusual or complicated technique or trim.

DIV 5 - Tailored
Points: Blue 80 Red 60, White 40
Garments with at least 5 of the following tailored techniques: interfaced or padded collar or lapel, underlining, set-in sleeves, set-in pockets, cuffs, handmade buttonholes, bound buttonholes, an unusual or complicated technique or trim.

DIV 6 - Household Items and Home Décor
Points: Blue 20, Red 15, White 12
Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

Class:
1. Blanket, curtains, pillow, oven mitt, etc.

DIV 7 - Nursery Rhymes & Toddler Times
Points: Blue 20, Red 15, White 12
Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

Class:
1. Bib, bonnet, Christening gown, diaper holder, pillow, etc.

DIV 8 - “Home for the Holidays”
Points: Blue 20, Red 15, White 12
Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

Class:
1. Any holiday

DIV 9 - Sewing Machine Art Free Motion
Points: Blue 80 Red 60, White 40
Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

The entries in this division are limited to work done free motion on a sewing machine designed for normal sewing.

SPECIAL CONTEST
MEOW Award (Machine Embroiders of Oregon & Washington)
Special Ribbon and Certificate

DIV 10 - Sewing Machine Art Free Motion
Points: Blue 80 Red 60, White 40
Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

The entries in this division are limited to work done free motion on a sewing machine designed for normal sewing.
Multiple entries accepted as long as items and or techniques differ

Class:
1. Thread painting (3 separate lots)
   a. Straight Stitch
   b. Side Stitch
   c. Combination of Straight and Side stitch
2. Cut work, bobbin work, lace making, beading, applique, etc.

**DIV 10 – Sewing Machine Art Non-Free Motion or Programmed Stitches**
Points: Blue 60 Red 40, White 25

Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

Entries in this division are limited to work done NON-FREE MOTION with either a sewing machine designed for normal sewing or on special embellishment machines. (Programmed stitches, cams, computer cassettes)

Class:
1. Pre-programmed, original digitized design, etc.

**WOVEN, SPUN, DYED, and FELTED**
Dept. 402
COMMITTEE: Wool Gatherers
CHAIRPERSON: Wool Gatherers Advisory Board

There will be a Wool Gatherer’s shearing and wool processing demonstration this year on Saturday, 1-3 p.m. A live sheep will be shorn for those interested in seeing this.

No limit on number of pieces entered in the same class as long as items differ. All entries shall be woven on a loom unless otherwise noted. Acceptable looms: floor or table models; frame or tapestry models; back strap; inkle loom; weaving cards. Items may be used but shall be clean and in good condition.

Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

**DIV 1 – Simple Difficulty**
1-A = Adult 1-Y = Youth
Pts: 40, 20, 15  Pts: 20, 15, 10

**DIV 2 – Moderate Difficulty**
A-Pts: 60, 40, 20  Y-Pts: 30, 25, 20

**DIV 3 – Advanced Difficulty**
A-Pts: 80, 60, 40  Y-Pts: 40, 30, 25

The following classes apply to all three divisions

Class:
1. Woven
   a) Apparel
   b) Accessories
   c) Household Articles
   d) Other
2. Spinning and dyeing
   a) Handspun yarn, undyed
   b) Handspun yarn, hand dyed
   c) Knitted, crocheted, or woven, using handspun, undyed yarn
   d) Knitted, crocheted, or woven handspun yarn, dyed
   e) Batik or other surface dyeing
   f) Other
3. Decorative art
   a) Wall hanging, woven, felted or tapestry, bead woven or handmade paper
   b) Basket or fiber sculpture; woven, knitted, crocheted, felted, bead woven, or other fiber media
   c) Bead woven decorative items or art to wear
   d) Felted (wet or needle felted)
   e) Other

**Special Awards**
Sponsored by: Whitman County Wool Pool Growers
Cash Prize to the best of each categories and the overall best show.
The winning entries must be at least 75% wool or more. No synthetics qualify.
Points for DIV 1-10:  
Blue 20, Red 15, White 10

SPECIAL CONTESTS  
- Best Apple Pie – Division 10  
- Decorated Cake and/or Cupcakes – Division 11  
- Melt in Your Mouth Chocolate Contest – division 16-17  
- Incredible Wheat Edibles – Division 13  
- Commercially prepared mixes may NOT be used. The same baked item can only be entered in one sub-class.  
- Microwave baking should be indicated on entry tag and will be judged accordingly.  
- Put entry on appropriate size plate (not over 7” except Division 2, Division 5 may take a larger plate). Enclose in a suitable zip lock bag.  
- Standards for judging:  
- Uniform exterior size and shape, lightness, tenderness, moisture content of interior, color (both interior and exterior), flavor and aroma.

DIV 1 – Yeast Bread  
Class:  
1. White bread, ½ loaf, wheat bread ½ loaves, dinner rolls 4, English muffins 4, etc.

DIV 2 – Sweet Yeast Dough  
Class:  
1. Doughnuts 4, any sweet rolls 4, fancy sweet breads, etc.

DIV 3 – Quick Bread  
Class:  
1. Biscuits 4, muffins 4, nut bread ½ loaves, coffee cake ½ loaf, etc.

DIV 4 – Shortened Cake  
An entry shall consist of ¼ of a round layer cake or 1/8 of a sheet cake.  
Class:  
1. Chocolate, white, yellow, etc.

DIV 5 – Sponge Cake  
Class:  
1. Angel food, chiffon, sponge etc. all unfrosted

DIV 6 – Cookies  
Class:  
1. Bar 4, brownies 4, drop cookies 4, molded 4, etc.

DIV 7 – Pies (1 piece)  
Class:  
1. Apple, apricot, berry, cherry, etc.

DIV 8 – Candy  
Six pieces on paper plate covered with plastic zip lock bag.  
Class:  
1. Caramels, divinity, fudge, mints, etc.

DIV 9 – Diabetic Delight  
Any diabetic item made with a sugar substitute. Use class to distinguish varieties. (E.g. Class 1, yeast bread, subclass 1, white bread). Entry consists of ½ loaf or quantities of 4.  
Class:  
1. Yeast breads, Sweet bread, Cookies, Pies, Etc.

Best Sweet Yeast Exhibit  
Washington Association of Wheat Growers offers the following awards to the best overall entries in  
Division 2, Classes 1 – 5  
Adults and Youth (2 separate contests)  
1st Place...............Cookbook & Rosette  
2nd Place.........................Cookbook

Rye Bread King  
Adult Men  
Special ribbon awarded to the top three winners chosen from division 1, class 4.
Entry shall be a whole double crust pie baked in either 8” or 9” TIN FOIL PAN. Cover pie with foil and secure. Competition is open to: Adult Men, Adult Women, and Youth.

DIV 10 – Decorated Cakes, Cupcakes, and or Gingerbread Houses
Points: Blue 40, Red 30, White 20

Because of limited space, the overall size of the cake including cake board may be no more than 18 inches in height or width. Any design acceptable. Cakes will be judged on:
- Quality of work....................50%
- Originality............................30%
- Eye Appeal.............................20%

You may enter all three items, cakes, cupcakes, and gingerbread houses.

Classes:
1. ADULT -Decorated cakes/cupcakes or houses. Male and female (separate contests). Besides using regular cake to decorate, Styrofoam or board forms are acceptable.
2. YOUTH -Decorated cakes/cupcakes or houses. Male and female (separate contests). Besides using regular cake to decorate, Styrofoam or board forms are acceptable.

"Best of Class"
Winners from the Decorated Cake Divisions and Cupcake Divisions will receive Wilton Easy Layers 6in. Cake 5 Pan Set and a Wilton 12-Pc. Cupcake Decorating Set

First Place
Winners from the Decorated Cake Divisions and Cupcake Divisions will receive a Wilton 12-Pc. Cupcake Decorating Set

DIV 11 – Grandma’s (or Mother's) Lil’ Darling Cookies
Points: Blue 20, Red 15, White 10

For all youth 8 years old and under Entries shall be favorite sugar cookie. Size limit: 6”. Please put two cookies on appropriate paper plate. Second cookie is a small undecorated one for judges to sample. Enclose in plastic zip lock bag.

DIV 12 – Incredible Wheat Edibles
Points: Blue 20, Red 15, White 10

Whitman County Association of Wheat Growers Incredible Wheat Edibles
Open to all adult and youth. (Separate contest) Whitman County Association of Wheat Growers will sponsor this contest to promote the usage of wheat. Any baked goods which contain at least 60% wheat, may be entered in this contest. Wheat bread and dinner rolls are excluded. Please include recipe.

From high blues, the entries receive in each class:
1st-$10, 2nd-$8, 3rd-$6

Dept. 403, Div. 10

Wilton Awards
Wilton Enterprises prizes for “Best of Class” decorated cakes;
Checker Board Cake Set
And Icing Smoother
Wilton will also award all 1st place winners an Icing Smoother.

Prizes will be mailed directly from Wilton.
(Please allow 4 weeks for awards to be mailed).

Fair Dollars
1st- $10
2nd- $8
3rd- $6
Dept. 403- Div.10
DIV 13 – Adult Wheat Baking King & Queen

Whitman County Association of Wheat Growers
The best loaves of bread from Div. 1, Classes 1 and 2 will be selected to win the title and awards

1st-$10, 2nd-$8, 3rd-6th

Wheat Baking Queen - Department 403 Div. 14 Class 1
Wheat Baking King - Dept. 403, Div. 14, Class 2

DIV 14–Jr. Wheat Baking King & Queen

Whitman County Association of Wheat Growers
The best loaves of bread from Div. 1, Classes 1 and 2 will be selected to win the title and awards

1st-$10, 2nd-$8, 3rd-6th

Jr. Wheat Baking Queen - Dept 403 Div 15, Class 1
Jr. Wheat Baking King Dept 403, Div 15, Class 2

"Melt in Your Mouth" Chocolate Contest

Rules:
1. Open to any adult individual
2. Entry must be a dessert, i.e. cake, cookies, brownies or fudge made from scratch—no mixes.
3. Each entry’s dominant ingredient must contain some form of chocolate; powder chips or syrup.
4. A portion of the dessert must be submitted on a cardboard/disposable container for judging.
5. Recipe listing ingredients, preparation instructions, and recipe author, must be submitted with entry—printed on one side of page please. Include name address and phone number on back side of page.
6. First place winners will be featured in the Whitman County Gazette under “My Favorite Recipes.”
7. Judging will be based on the following criteria
   a. Flavor 30pts
   b. Overall appearance 25pts
   c. Moistness and crumb texture 20pts
   d. Consistency (size and shape) 15pts
   e. Creativity (size and shape) 10pts
   Total 100pts

DIV 15 – Adult & DIV 16 – Youth

Sponsored by
WHITMAN COUNTY GAZETTE

Points: Blue 20, Red 15, White 10

First place Adult and Youth winner will also receive a Chocolate Lovers Gift Basket

Food Preserver of the Year Award
Presented to the exhibitor accumulating the most points in Department 404 (Excluding Division 9)
$20.00 Gift Certificate Presented by
Cougar Foodmart

Elevation Chart-Approximate

Rosalia...........2232
Tekoa.............2494
St. John...........2000
Palouse..........2426
Pullman..........2351
Oakesdale......2461
Endicott.........1520
Garfield........2467
Colfax..........1962
LaCrosse........1475
Special Awards

To honor the individuals who excel in the art of home food preservation, the Palouse Empire Fair offers special adult awards. The two best of each division indicated below to receive special awards:

Fruit, Vegetables/Meats, Pickled Foods, and Soft Spreads

Food Preservation
Dept. 404
Chairperson: Debbie Messersmith

All canning exhibits shall be labeled with labels obtained from the Fair Office. Labels should be placed on the top of the canning lid or back of jar. Include:

1. Kind of food
2. Type of pack (cold or hot)
3. Processing method used (i.e., pressure canned or water bath)
4. Time processed (adjustments for high altitudes)
5. Date processed (since last fair)
6. The exhibitor’s number. Indicate on labels for canned tomatoes if citric acid or lemon juice has been added (e.g., “1Tbsp. Lemon juice per quart”).

Products canned at 2,000 ft. altitudes will need additional processing as described in above listed USDA and WSU publications.

All jars to be exhibited without rings may enter more than one jar in any class, as long as different product.

Standards for judging:
Uniform selection of products, flavor and/or aroma (if opened), condition of products and liquid, arrangement of pack, proportion of food and liquid, fullness of container, condition of container, appropriate container, and appropriate processing method used.

ALL DIVISION POINTS:
Blue 20, Red 18, White 15

DIV 1 – Fruits
Class:
1. Apples, strawberries, cherries, fruit salad, fruit syrup, etc.

DIV 2 – Vegetables
Class:
1. Asparagus cut, beets, peas, beans, sauerkraut, etc.

DIV 3 – Meats
Class:
1. Beef, chicken, lamb, pork, etc.

DIV 4 – Preserves
Consistency shall be whole small fruits or uniform pieces of large fruits, clear and tender, retaining shape and surrounded by thick syrup or jelled juice.
Class:
1. Apricot, peach, pear, cherry, etc.

DIV 5 – Jams
Jams are made of crushed fruit.
Class:
1. Apple Butter, blackberry, peach, raspberry, etc.

DIV 6 – Jelly
Color must be characteristic of fruits used and translucent.
Class:
1. Apple, plum, strawberry, mint, grape, etc.
DIV 7 – Pickles
Class:
1. Beet, crabapple, fig, peach, relish, etc.

DIV 8 – Salsa
*Include recipe with entry
Class:
1. Red Tomato, green tomato, and chunky

DIV 9 – Dried Foods
Standards for judging:
Uniform size and shape, free from visible mold growth and moisture. Color appropriate for product, not too dark
Fruits: leathery and pliable.
Vegetables: brittle, hard, leather, or pliable, as applies to each vegetable.
Lack of stickiness, shall be entered in pint (or less) glass jars. These should be durable, moisture and air proof. Label information shall include kind of food, method of drying, drying time and pre-treatment used. Limit 6 per exhibitor (different foods) in each class. (Use subclass a, b, c, d, etc.) Amount required per jar is 5.

Class:
1. Fruit, slices or pieces
2. Meat, same as above
3. Vegetable, same as above
4. Leathers, cut and wrapped in 1” pieces

DIV 10 – Canned / Bottled Beverages
Class:
1. Beer, wine, root beer, liquor, etc.

For the judges’ consideration, please indicate on entry tag if the entry is an original, a class project, or a combination.

Please state actual age on entry tag, along with
- Y - Youth
- A - Adult
- PA - Professional Adult

Rules and Regulations:
All entries shall be framed, mounted or matted, using paper type products, wood or professional frames. (No glass in frame). Choice of frame style is exhibitor’s choice. All entries shall be “ready to hang” with adhesive wall hangers appropriate to size and weight of frame, or wire hanger. Entries without proper hangers may be rejected.

NO “FILL-IN” entries accepted, such as paint by number, color book pictures, etc. (These may be entered in Department 412, Crafts.)

MULTIPLE ENTRIES ACCEPTED AS LONG AS SUBJECT MATTER AND OR MEDIA DIFFER

DIV 1 – Fine Art
Points: Blue 15, Red 12, White 10

Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

Class:
1. Still life, portrait or figure, flowers, animals, contemporary, abstract, etc.

Creative Hobbies
Dept. 406
Chairperson: Shannon Ashworth

A creative hobby is an entry made from start to finish, i.e. birdhouse, metalwork etc., or a process completed from start to finish like refinishing furniture

ALL DIVISION POINTS:
Blue 15, Red 12, White 10
**Recycled Art Competition**

Prizes will be awarded to the top entries in Division 7, in a continuous effort to promote recycling and buying recycled. Categories are: 6 and under, 7-12, 13-18, Adult

Kits and kit modifications are acceptable but original designs are encouraged. Please indicate on entry tag. A set of no more than TWO DIFFERENT PIECES may be entered to be judged as 1 entry

**DIV 1 – Models**

*Class:*

1. Animal, boat, car, cycle, flying object, people, tank, etc.

**DIV 2 – Collective Hobby**

More than one different item arranged or displayed on board, in case or in a group display must relate to the Department.

*Class:*

1. Diorama, lapidary, taxidermy, etc. (Items related to models, not to exceed 15” square)

**DIV 3 – Advanced Leather Working**

**DIV 4 – Skilled Woodworking**

**DIV 5 – Refinished Furniture**

Due to lack of space, the following limitations will be observed:

1. One entry per exhibitor and within reasonable size
2. Wood finishing only (not to include upholstery)

3. Major part of entry shall have been refinished (example: more than arms or legs of a chair)

**DIV 6 – Metalwork and Sculpting**

Due to a lack of space, exhibitors will be limited to one entry of reasonable size for proper displaying. *Superintendents’ discretion will be used for exceptions.*

**DIV 7 – Recycled Garden Art**

**“GARDEN” Recycled Art Contest**

L&M Services and Western Heritage Flooring from Garfield are sponsoring Garden Art! Each item must consist of 50% recycled materials. Only one entry person, but can be part of group category.

*Age Groups:*

3-8, 9-13, 14-18, 19-Adult

Group Entries

**Standards for judging:**

All entries shall meet the following guidelines:

1. Shall be made from 100% recycled materials
2. No organic wastes please!
3. All entries will be judged on creativity and artistic expression.
4. Multiple entries accepted if subject matter and or media differ.
5. Special prizes will be awarded by the Whitman County Solid Waste and Recycling Division.

*Class:*

1. Youth
2. Adult
DIV 8-Ceramics

Class:
1. Glaze, plaster of Paris, graffito, porcelain, etc.

DIV 9-Pottery

Class:
1. Hand formed Novelty piece; Wheel Thrown (may have three entries. Use subclasses a, b, c)

DIV 2 – Original

Points: Blue 15, Red 12, White 10

Class:
1- LEGO
2- K’NEX
3- BIONICLES
4- OTHER
*Picture or kit instructions shall be included or entry may not be accepted.

DIV 1– Kit

Points: Blue 15, Red 12, White 10

Class:
1- LEGO
2- K’NEX
3- BIONICLES
4- OTHER
*Made without pattern or picture

Knitted

Dept. 408
Chairperson: Tamara Drader

Evan Reed Memorial Award

A prize of $10 awarded to overall best of show in Dept. 407 by the Family of Evan Reed in memory of Evan’s participation in this area of the Palouse Empire Fair

Guynethia Buckley Memorial Award

A $5 award to overall best of show in Div. 1 by the Family of Guynethia Buckley

DIV 1 – Any Knitted Item
Points: Blue 40, Red 30 White 20

All Types of Legos, K-NEX and BIONICLES accepted for entries

- Models of snap-together and Lego will be accepted only from age groups: 6 and under and 7-12 years, and 13-through high school.
- State age on entry tag.
- Set of no more than TWO DIFFERENT PIECES may be entered to be judged as one (exceptions at superintendents’ discretion). The two pieces shall be dependent upon each other, such as tractor and trailer, etc. Legos and snap together shall be put together securely enough to be moved without coming apart.
- Limit of 3 entries per exhibitor and shall be in different classes.
- Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

There will be a Demonstration by the Appaloosa Lace Guild from 11-1 PM daily during the Fair in this department.

- Articles entered in this Department shall be entirely knitted, by hand or machine.
- In each class, where it can be applied, an exhibitor can enter one of each.
- Use the symbols (h-k) for hand-knitted, and (m-k) for machine-knitted.
- Multiple entries accepted as long as item and or technique differ
- Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.
OPEN CLASS HOME ARTS
DEPT. 401-413

**Crocheted and Lace**
Dept. 409
Chairperson: Tamara Drader

- Articles entered in this Department shall be entirely crocheted with the exception of an article with an edging in which the edging only will be judged.
- Multiple entries accepted as long as item and or technique differ
- Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.

**DIV 1 – Crocheted**
Points: Blue 40, Red 30, White 20

**DIV 2 – Lace**
Points: Blue 40, Red 30, White 20

**Quilts**
Dept. 410
Chairperson: Judy McMurray

**Inland Northwest Machine Quilters GUILD of Spokane, WA**
Open Class Adult
One Best of Show Machine Quilting Ribbon with a $20 cash award and one Honorable Mention Ribbon to the Machine Quilter.
Quilts of any size or style in the Adult Open Division that is machine quilted, either professionally or by the quilt maker, are eligible for the award.

**Washington State Quilters Guild of Spokane Award**
Open Class Adult
1st place: $20 cash prize and WSQ Ribbon
2nd Place: WSQ Ribbon
Quilts of any size, crib quilts or wall-hangings in the Adult Open Division that show best work in construction, use of color and design and application of hand quilting or machine quilting stitches are eligible for this award. Whole cloth quilts are also included. All quilts must be owned by the exhibitor.
All quilts must be pieced/appliqued by the exhibitor and WSQ is allowing quilts that have been machine or hand quilted by others to be eligible for this award. A quilt that is entered with all work completed by the exhibitor should be given special consideration for this award.

**GIFT CERTIFICATE AWARDS**
To be presented by Superintendent to Best of Class Winners

- **Palouse River Quilts - Youth** $25
- **Whitman Samplers**
  - Hand Quilted by Maker $25
- **Angelic Creations-Tami Drader** $25
  - Machine Quilted by Someone Else
- **Chairperson**
  - Machine Quilted by Maker $25
- **Judges Choice Award** $25

**“PATCHIN PEOPLE OF PULLMAN”**
Offers the following cash prizes in the Adult Open Class Department

- Best Machine Applique $25
Best Hand Applique $25
Best Embellishment $25

Classified Groups
	Y-Youth (through age 17)
	A-Adult
	PA – Professional Adult

ALL DIVISIONS
Points: Blue, 30, Red 25, White 20
MULTIPLE ENTRIES ACCEPTED!

DIV 1 - TIED QUILTS
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced

DIV 2 – MACHINE QUILTED BY MAKER
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced

DIV 3 – MACHINE QUILTED BY SOMEONE ELSE
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced

DIV 4 – HAND QUILTED
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced

DIV 5 – EMBROIDERY, EMBELLISHED
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced

DIV 6 – GROUP QUILTS
Made by three or more people
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced

DIV 7 – ANTIQUE QUILTS
For Display Only

DIV 8 – MISCELLANEOUS
Pillows, Clothing, Yoyo’s, Puffs, Potholders, etc.
1. Hand Pieced
2. Machine Pieced
3. Other

Framed article shall have back finished with strong, sturdy hook or wire so it can be hung or displayed as it is intended.

- Multiple entries accepted as long as items technique and or media differ
- Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion

ALL DIVISION POINTS:
Blue 15, Red 12, White 10

DIV 1 - Needlework

DIV 2 – Latch Hook

DIV 3 – Holiday Theme
Class:
1. Valentine’s Day, Christmas, Easter, etc.

A Craft is an object made from a pre-designed pattern or product. These also include crafts such as paint by number, coloring book, pictures, etc.

- Be sure to state on entry tag whether the design is an original, from a pattern, or kit.
- Entries made from patterns or kits shall be accompanied by picture provided by manufacturer – to be used in judging.
- Multiple entries accepted as long as item and or media differ.
- Points: Blue 15, Red 12, White 10
- Judges may award additional points based on degree of difficulty at their discretion.
- You may enter six different pieces of any single media.

Needlework Latch Hook
Dept. 411

Crafts
Dept. 412
SPECIAL AWARDS

Division 1 – Youth – Sponsored by Dave’s Repair for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners.

Division 2 – Adult – Sponsored by Hillray Plaza for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners.

ALL DIVISION POINTS:
Blue 15, Red 12, White 10

Creative art is defined as taking an object and adding your own art to it; i.e. a hand painted saw, or shirt.

- Kits and kit modifications are acceptable but original designs are encouraged. PLEASE INDICATE ON ENTRY TAG.
- Entries that are wall hung should use adhesive wall hangers appropriate to size and weight, or a wire hanger to be displayed as intended.
- Judges may award additional points for degree of difficulty at their discretion.
- Multiple entries accepted as long as item and or media differ.

DIV 1 – Fine Arts
Hand constructed, pressed or dried flowers may be used in this section. Construction as well as design will be judged. Artificial greenery and flowers may be used at a minimum, but will not be judged.

DIV 2 – Painting

Class:
1. China, Egg, Glass, Wood, Bone, Crock, Plaster etc.

DIV 3 – Decorative Cards

Class:
1. Greeting card, Place card, Stationery, etc.

DIV 4 – Creative Writing

All entries shall be in book form or matted for display. Entries will be judged on both writing and presentation.

Class:
1. Calligraphy, Poetry, etc.

DIV 5 – Computer Art

Class:
1. Drawn, Placed, Scanned, Imported, Recolored, etc.

DIV 6 – Educational Displays

A School Craft is something made during the 2016-2017 School year. These include crafts such as paint by number, coloring book, stories, pictures, etc.

- Multiple entries accepted as long as item and or media differ.
- Points: Blue 15, Red 12, White 10
- Entries that are wall hung should use adhesive wall hangers appropriate to size and weight, or a wire hanger to be displayed as intended.

DIV 1 – Fine Arts
A fine art is an original picture from subject to finished product. I.e. painting, drawing, etc.

Class:
1. Still life, portrait or figure, flowers, animals, contemporary, abstract, etc.

DIV 2 – Holiday Craft
Entries in this division are any decoration or craft made specifically for holiday decorating.

Class:
1. Any holiday

DIV 4 – Creative Writing
All entries shall be in book form or matted for display. Entries will be judged on both writing and presentation.

Class:
1. Calligraphy, Poetry, etc.

DIV 5 – Computer Art

Class:
1. Drawn, Placed, Scanned, Imported, Recolored, etc.

*SPECIAL CONTEST*

2nd Grade Class Project
$30 cash prizes will be awarded to all 2nd grade classes that enter and Rosettes to the top three class projects.

These projects must be completed by 2nd grade classes in the 2016-2017 school year and will be displayed when they come for their 3rd grade day field trip. It is the teacher’s responsibility to enter and pick up these projects.

Project Theme
“BOOTS BUCKLES & SPURS”
Celebrating 50 years of Rodeo

Please contact the fair office to receive a class exhibitor number or more info!
pef@co.whitman.wa.us
509-397-6263